Which delivery systems reach the poor? A review of equity of coverage of ever-treated nets, never-treated nets, and immunisation to reduce child mortality in Africa
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Insecticide-treated nets (ITNs) and childhood vaccination are two of the most powerful interventions available to prevent childhood mortality in Africa, but ITN coverage is still very low. Current debates about how to increase ITN coverage are concerned with the roles of different supply and delivery systems, in particular whether or not commercial net markets have any useful role. Here, we review data available on coverage and equity of coverage of three interventions to prevent childhood mortality. We compiled and analysed data from nationally representative surveys in 26 African countries to compare equity of coverage of (1) the Expanded Programme on Immunisation (EPI), (2) any net, (3) ever-treated nets (ie, ITNs), and (4) never-treated nets (ie, untreated nets; UTNs). We assumed that ever-treated net coverage mostly reflects the activities of public-health programmes and projects, and that never-treated net coverage mostly reflects the actual and potential contribution of local unsubsidised commercial markets. We discuss the validity, limitations, and possible biases of these assumptions. We estimate that 87% of the 8-4 million children protected by nets used UTNs. We used the concentration index (CI) to assess equity of coverage of the interventions. The data shows that never-treated net coverage is surprisingly equitable: overall, and despite substantial regional variations, it is comparable in equity to EPI (median CI_{UTN}=0·166, CI_{EPI}=0·075; p=0·3). In almost all countries, coverage of ITNs is strongly concentrated in the least poor households, and significantly more inequitable than both UTNs (median CI_{ITN}=0·435, mean CI_{UTN}=0·158; p<0·001) and EPI (median CI_{ITN}=0·435, CI_{EPI}=0·075; p<0·001). These results suggest that the public-health value of commercial net markets has been greatly underestimated, and that these markets have so far contributed more to equitable and sustainable coverage of mosquito nets, and hence to the prevention of malaria in Africa, than have the ITNs delivered by public-health systems and projects.

Introduction

In the poorer countries of the world, a large proportion of child mortality is caused by a few preventable diseases. Effective interventions against these diseases exist, but the Millennium Development Goal of reducing child mortality by two-thirds by the year 2015 will not be achieved unless there is a massive increase in the coverage of these interventions, especially in the poorest and most vulnerable groups.

Two of the most powerful preventive interventions againstchild mortality in Africa are insecticide-treated nets (ITNs) and childhood immunisation. During the 1970s and 1980s, greatly improved immunisation rates were achieved by the Expanded Programme on Immunisation (EPI). Although coverage rates have been declining recently in some countries, particularly poor countries, EPI is still justifiably regarded as a public-health success story.

Strategies for increasing ITN coverage, by contrast, are a relatively recent development, and are still the subject of active debate. There is general agreement that subsidised access to ITNs should be provided on a large scale and in the long term, but disagreement exists over how these subsidies should be deployed. A central issue in this debate is the actual and potential contribution of unsubsidised commercial markets, including existing local markets in untreated nets (UTNs), and whether or not these markets should be included in the design of systems for delivering subsidies.

Some experts doubt the capacity of public-health delivery systems on their own to achieve full ITN coverage throughout Africa, and the capacity of donor financing to sustain this goal. The net coverage achieved by existing commercial markets is potentially valuable, because it provides public-health benefits in a sustainable way and at no public cost, thereby freeing public money for other vital interventions such as treatment with effective antimalarial drugs. A mixed strategy could therefore be proposed in which there is the maximum possible level of subsidised provision targeted to the economically or biologically vulnerable, but the system used to deploy these subsidies is designed to preserve, and where possible to encourage, existing commercial net markets. For example, current programmes are testing the use of vouchers that allow recipients (eg, pregnant women attending antenatal clinics) to buy ITNs at a heavily subsidised price from commercial retail sources.

Other experts believe that ITNs should be provided free of charge to everyone at risk in Africa using donor funding. They are sceptical about the value and potential of commercial markets, which they see as serving mainly the urban rich, and as contributing little towards protection of the rural poor who suffer most from malaria. Instead, they argue that ITNs are of comparable cost-effectiveness to EPI vaccinations and they should be delivered in the same way: free of charge through the public sector.
Since people have to pay for nets supplied through unsubsidised commercial markets, but not for EPI vaccinations, it is reasonable to expect EPI coverage to be more equitable—that is, more equally distributed among richer and poorer households—than commercial net coverage. However, remarkably little is known about commercial net markets in Africa and the pattern of net coverage that they support. The assertion that these markets do not serve the rural poor has not been supported by large-scale quantitative data on coverage. We attempt to fill this gap in the evidence.

Our starting point was the data on net coverage in 28 countries published in the WHO's *Africa malaria report.* According to the report, the number of children under the age of 5 years sleeping under an ITN was seven times lower than the number sleeping under any kind of net. This finding was surprising, because public-health programmes and projects generally distribute ITNs, and very rarely distribute nets without insecticide. Moreover in most African countries, public-health programmes are the only important and large-scale sources of ITNs, and the nets made by local suppliers are almost all untreated. The treatment history of an individual net—whether or not it has ever been treated—therefore gives information about its source. We based our analysis on the assumption that most of the ITNs reported in these surveys were originally supplied by a public-health programme or project, while most of the UTNs were bought at unsubsidised prices from local commercial suppliers. We collated data from recent nationally representative surveys in Africa, and analysed the information on coverage of children with nets (treated and untreated) and with immunisation. In particular, we tried to test two hypotheses. First, that public-health programmes and projects, which in the past have mostly sold imported ITNs at subsidised prices, have achieved more equitable net coverage than local commercial net suppliers and traders, which mostly sell UTNs at unsubsidised prices. Second, that the coverage produced by these local commercial markets in UTNs is also less equitable than that of EPI, which is delivered free of charge.

**Methods**

Data on national coverage from demographic and health surveys and multiple-indicator cluster surveys were extracted from their respective websites. Demographic and health surveys and multiple-indicator cluster surveys are nationally representative household surveys in which questions are asked of women and the children for whom they are caretakers. Data are collected at the household level on all children under the age of 5 years. Our analysis focused on coverage of young children with (1) immunisation (ie, via EPI), (2) any net, (3) ever-treated nets (ie, ITNs), and (4) never-treated nets (ie, UTNs). We defined immunisation coverage as the proportion of children aged 12–23 months fully vaccinated against the six EPI target diseases, as recorded on a health card or reported by the mother. We defined any-net coverage as the proportion of children under 5 years who slept under any mosquito net (treated or untreated) the night preceding the survey. Ever-treated net coverage was defined as the proportion of children under 5 years of age who slept the previous night under a net that had previously been treated with insecticide. This definition includes all nets that had ever been treated, and is not restricted to nets that had been treated in the previous 6–12 months. Never-treated net coverage was defined as the proportion of children under the age of 5 years who slept under a net that had never been treated with insecticide. Since most databases report the treatment history of the nets used by individual children, never-treated net coverage could be inferred by subtracting ever-treated net coverage from any-net coverage. This estimation was not possible in the cases of Ethiopia, Mali, Tanzania, and Zimbabwe, because these databases record net use by children at the household level but not by individual children. For these datasets, we estimated ever-treated and never-treated net coverage by assuming that if a household contained both an ever-treated net and a child under the age of 5 years, then the ever-treated net was used by that child. This assumption will most likely overestimate ever-treated net coverage and underestimate never-treated net coverage, and is therefore conservative for the purposes of this paper.

Data were obtained on 26 countries (28 surveys) in sub-Saharan Africa, from 18 multiple-indicator cluster surveys and ten demographic and health surveys undertaken between 1999 and 2003. Of the 28 databases included in the analysis, data were available on immunisation coverage in 27 countries, any-net coverage in 28, and ever-treated net coverage in 26. Among the datasets with information on individual children, the median number of children in the dataset was 5597 (range 2234–23 369). For the four demographic and health surveys where coverage is reported at the household level, the median number of households sampled was 9350 (range 3615–14 072). These datasets constitute the most current nationally representative data; however, they may underestimate coverage in countries where scaling-up of ITN programmes is more recent.

We calculated that among the 23 countries with reliable population data, with a total population of approximately 78 million children under the age of 5 years, 7.3 million of these children were covered by UTNs, and 1.1 million by ITNs during the period 1999–2003. Since these are “ever-treated” ITNs, it is likely that only a small fraction of them had been treated in the past year.

Both demographic and health surveys and multiple-indicator cluster surveys use asset indices as a proxy measure of socioeconomic status, and can therefore be...
used to compare levels of health indicators with economic status. Questions are asked on a range of household assets and housing characteristics. Principal components analysis is used to weight the assets and build a socioeconomic index by which households are ranked and divided into quintiles. This method has been validated in other surveys with information on both assets and income or expenditure. We considered three ways of using these socioeconomic quintiles to examine equity of coverage of each intervention: the equity ratio, the equity difference, and the concentration index (CI). We selected the CI, which measures the degree to which a household characteristic is concentrated in richer (or poorer) households, across all quintiles. The equity ratio and equity difference compare coverage in only the highest and lowest quintiles, thereby excluding 60% of the data. Households are ranked by socioeconomic status, and the cumulative percentage of households with the characteristic is plotted against the cumulative percentage of all households (figure 1). If the characteristic is equally distributed among all socioeconomic status levels, the result is a 45º straight line—the line of equity; otherwise, it is a curve known as the concentration curve, which is concave if the characteristic is concentrated in richer households or convex if it is concentrated in poorer ones. The CI is defined as twice the area between the concentration curve and the line of equity. A CI of 0 is indicative of perfect equity, −1 the highest degree of pro-poor inequity, and +1 the highest degree of pro-rich inequity. The CI provides a measure of equity across all five quintiles that is relatively independent of the overall level of coverage (higher coverage does not necessarily entail less inequality), and was our method of choice for this analysis.

We calculated the CI from the pre-grouped data, using the formula:

$$CI = \frac{1}{t} \sum (p_i - c_i)$$

Where $p_i$ is the cumulative percentage of children in the $i$th quintile (from poorest to richest), and $c_i$ is the cumulative percentage of children covered by the intervention in the $i$th quintile.

Standard errors and confidence intervals for the concentration indices were calculated using the spreadsheet developed by the World Bank based upon the formula by Kakwani and colleagues for grouped data. Comparisons of the equity of coverage between interventions were made using Wilcoxon signed rank test. Spearman’s correlation coefficients were used to measure the relation between coverage and equity.

**Results**

The data on intervention coverage are presented in figure 2. Each of the charts represents one country dataset, and shows the percentage coverage for each intervention, by socioeconomic quintile, within that country. Summary statistics on overall coverage and CI are presented in table 1.

There was considerable variation across countries in the coverage of all interventions. In general, EPI coverage was much higher (median 48%, range 13–78%) than any-net coverage (median 15%, range 1–67%); any-net coverage was higher than EPI coverage only in Chad, Mali, and Guinea Bissau. At the time of these surveys, none of the countries studied was meeting the global target of more than 80% EPI coverage, although in previous rounds of demographic and health surveys, both Malawi (1996) and Zimbabwe (1994) had achieved this target by a narrow margin.

Ever-treated net coverage levels were far below the Abuja target of 60%. The three countries with the highest ever-treated net coverage levels were all small countries: Sao Tome (22%), The Gambia (14%), and Comoros (9%). Never-treated net coverage was generally higher than ever-treated coverage: only in Rwanda and Sao Tome were children more likely to be sleeping under an ITN than an untreated one. In one country, Guinea Bissau, 67% of children under 5 years were sleeping under a mosquito net; but only 7% were sleeping under ITNs. Of the seven countries with high any-net coverage (defined as >30%), four are “small nations” (population less than 1.5 million). Mali and Madagascar stand out as the only two countries with sizeable populations that have net coverage levels that are both high and equitable.

When the equity of any-net coverage is considered, as well as the overall level of coverage, some conspicuous sub-regional patterns can be seen in the country data. The country charts showing higher and more equitable any-net coverage—ie, those appearing in the right-hand column, and at the top of the middle column in figure 2—mostly represent countries in west Africa, central Africa and the Sahel. Conversely, the countries with less equitable and lower any-net coverage (ie, those at the bottom and to the left of figure 2) mostly belong to east and southern Africa. Exceptions include Uganda,
Each of the 28 small charts represent the data from one African country, showing coverage of EPI (diamonds), the proportion of children under the age of 5 years sleeping under any net (squares), and the proportion of children sleeping under an ITN (triangles). Coverage is shown as a simple percentage (y axis) across socioeconomic quintiles (x axis) from the poorest (Q1) to the least poor (Q5). A horizontal line indicates equal coverage across quintiles and hence equity. If the line slopes upwards from Q1 to Q5, there is inequity biased towards the least poor (eg, any-net coverage in The Gambia); a downward sloping line indicates inequity biased towards the poorest (eg, any-net coverage in Tanzania); a downward sloping line indicates inequity biased towards the poorest (eg, any-net coverage in Tanzania)

Charts are arranged in columns according to the overall level of any-net coverage (arbitrarily categorised as relatively low, intermediate, relatively high), and are ordered within columns so that countries with more equitable or pro-poor net coverage are at the top of each column, while those with inequitable coverage are at the bottom. DHS=demographic and health surveys; CI=concentration index (referring here specifically to that on “any net”); MICs=multiple-indicator cluster surveys.
As a lower CI—ie, CIEPI variations. EPI coverage was more equitable (measured CIs for EPI and UTNs (p=0·3, table 2). However, this no significant difference between the overall median countries of west Africa.

Since any-net coverage is low but equitable, and Madagascar, where the pattern of net coverage is quite different from its eastern and southern African neighbours, and is closer to that seen in the Sahelian countries of west Africa.

Comparing equity between interventions, there was no significant difference between the overall median CIs for EPI and UTNs (p=0·3, table 2). However, this overall comparison conceals some sub-regional variations. EPI coverage was more equitable (measured as a lower CI—ie, CIITN <CIUTN) than UTN coverage in 13 countries, of which ten are in east and southern Africa. Conversely, never-treated net coverage was more equitable than EPI coverage (CIUTN <CIITN) in ten countries, of which nine are in west, central, and Sahelian Africa. Within the group of east and southern African countries, the median CIUTN was significantly lower than the median CIITN (p=0·002), and in the west, central, and Sahelian group, the median CIITN was higher than the median CIUTN (p=0·04).

Ever-treated net coverage was not only lower, but was also much more inequitable, than either EPI or UTNs. Ever-treated net coverage was less equitable than EPI coverage (CIITN >CIUTN) in 21 countries, and more equitable (CIUTN <CIITN) in only two. These two were The Gambia, where ever-treated net coverage is unusually high, and Nigeria, where it is unusually low. Similarly, ever-treated net coverage was less equitable than never-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Saharan Africa</th>
<th>East and southern Africa</th>
<th>West, central, and Sahelian Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surveys</strong></td>
<td><strong>Median CI</strong></td>
<td><strong>p</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPI</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0·075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTN</td>
<td>0·166</td>
<td>0·259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPI</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0·075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTN</td>
<td>0·166</td>
<td>0·259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPI</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0·433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTN</td>
<td>0·158</td>
<td>0·259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p values were obtained using Wilcoxon signed rank test. CI=concentration index; EPI=expanded programme on immunisation; ITN=insecticide-treated net; UTN=untreated net.

Table 2: Comparisons of equity of coverage between EPI versus UTNs, EPI versus ITNs, and ITNs versus UTNs
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The data indicate that in the surveyed countries 87% of the nets covering young children have never been treated with insecticide. Our analysis strongly contradicts our first hypothesis, that the delivery of ITNs by subsidised programmes is more equitable than the delivery of UTNs by unsubsidised commercial markets. In fact, ever-treated net coverage was strongly biased towards richer households in almost all countries, whereas never-treated net coverage was generally much more equitable, especially in west, central, and Sahelian Africa.

When these surveys were done, it was more common for ITN projects (non-governmental organisations) and programmes (the public sector) to sell ITNs at subsidised prices than to give them away free of charge. Therefore, our study does not indicate what would happen if free ITN delivery campaigns were greatly expanded, but it does provide useful evidence as to what happens when projects sell ITNs. The price at which ITNs have been sold by projects has usually been set at a level below that of unsubsidised nets in local shops, partly to ensure that poor people have better access to ITNs as a result of the project. This approach is also most commonly used in social marketing projects. Very few such projects have delivered UTNs, and in many cases they created new delivery channels rather than using those through which unsubsidised and UTNs were being sold before the project began. Our analysis suggests that this strategy of subsidised selling has not, as a general rule, been effective as a means of improving equity of access. It seems that in practice, richer (or less poor) people have been more successful than the poorest in taking advantage of subsidised supplies. However, it is important to take into account the dates of the surveys presented in this analysis since some of the projects currently scaling-up ITN delivery were not substantial contributors to the coverage measured at the time of these surveys.

Our findings imply that the existence of a local net factory is not a prerequisite for high commercial net coverage. There are no factories making nets or netting in the two larger countries with exceptionally high and equitable net coverage levels, Mali and Madagascar. In Mali, where 54% of households own one or more nets, there are two main types of manufactured net: those that have been delivered by projects in some regions, and relatively flimsy commercial nets imported from Thailand (B52 brand). Most nets, however, are locally stitched from a wide variety of fabrics, by small family businesses. A recent household survey carried out by the NetMark project distinguished between “tailor-made” nets and “manufactured” nets. It found that manufactured nets were mainly owned by the richest households, while in the poorest quintile, tailor-made nets outnumbered manufactured nets by a ratio of more than four to one. The same pattern of supply, dominated by small businesses stitching nets from a variety of materials, also exists in most of the rest of west, central, and Sahelian Africa. By contrast, most of the nets in east Africa are factory produced, and much less diverse than those in west Africa. The findings therefore suggest that a diversity of supply may be a factor favouring high coverage.

Figure 3: Concentration index by proportion of children under 5 years who slept under any net the night preceding the survey in west, central, and Sahelian African countries, and in east and southern African countries.
The evidence is mixed with regard to our second hypothesis. This hypothesis postulated that EPI systems, which deliver vaccination free of charge, are expected to achieve more equitable coverage than commercial net delivery systems, which sell UTNs at unsubsidised prices. In most countries of east and southern Africa, the data do provide evidence to support this hypothesis. The data from west, central, and Sahelian Africa, however, point in the opposite direction, and suggest that never-treated net coverage is more equitable than EPI coverage in most of this sub-region. The need for drastic improvement in delivery of EPI immunisation is indicated by very low coverage in some countries—eg, Chad (15%), Niger (21%), and Nigeria (12%).

We assumed that treatment history gives information on the probable source of a net, and it is important to examine critically the possible biases that could arise from this assumption. There are two levels of possible misclassification bias, the treatment status of the net and the source of the net, which are linked within our assumption. In terms of misclassifying the treatment status, some owners of project ITNs may be unaware that their net has ever been treated, causing an ITN to be misclassified as never treated, and therefore a project net to be misclassified as commercial. We are not aware of any attempt to validate users’ reports of the absence of treatment in a household survey, and in the absence of such data, we acknowledge that this could be a substantial source of bias. However, in NetMark surveys, net owners’ responses about net treatment have been compared with their responses about other net characteristics including brand, bundling, and source of the net, and have been found to be generally consistent. The NetMark 2000 data from several countries show that most public sector nets (70% or more) were reported as treated, whereas most commercial nets (80% or more) were not (C Baume and C Marin, NetMark, Washington DC, USA, personal communication).

When ITNs are delivered in the form of a net packaged with a sachet of insecticide, as in many social marketing projects, the recipient may choose not to use the insecticide to treat their net. In this case there is no misclassification of the treatment status of the net, but the logic of our assumption would result in a project net being misclassified as delivered through the commercial sector. Studies done by social marketing projects in Malawi and Tanzania found that most nets sold bundled with insecticide were treated with the insecticide, 88% within 8 months in Malawi, and 92% within 12 months in Tanzania (D Chavasse [Population Services International, Kenya] and J Miller [Population Services International, Tanzania], personal communication). This data supports only low levels of misclassification within our model.

We used exactly the same data and questions in determining treatment status of nets that are currently used for the global monitoring of ever-treated net coverage, and therefore the misclassification biases in our study are no better or worse than those upon which global indicators are based. Such misclassification would only introduce a selection bias to our equity analysis if the misclassification varies among socioeconomic groups. There is no evidence at present to allow the potential for this type of bias to be investigated.

We know that in a few places, net-treatment programmes have converted some commercially supplied nets into ITNs. This practice would introduce a misclassification bias with nets supplied through commercial markets being misclassified as coming from projects. In some of the smaller countries—eg, The Gambia and Guinea Bissau—net treatment programmes almost certainly account for a substantial proportion of the observed ITNs. As far as we know, however, net-treatment programmes have been carried out only on a limited scale in most of the other surveyed countries. The effect of such a campaign on our analysis would be to cause the coverage achieved by commercial markets to be underestimated.

Although acknowledging the possible biases, we do not believe that bias of this kind can reconcile the observed results, in particular the seven to one ratio between never-treated and ever-treated net coverage, with the common supposition that most nets in Africa have come from public-health programmes and projects. Similarly, we do not believe that bias of this kind can explain why observed ever-treated net coverage is so much more inequitable than never-treated net coverage.

Our analysis shows that demographic and health surveys, multiple-indicator cluster surveys and other nationally representative surveys can be a powerful tool for comparing the performance of different intervention delivery systems. They can show which delivery channels are reaching which kinds of people, including the poor. Such surveys are currently designed and used mainly as a tool for monitoring progress towards international targets, as recently presented in the Africa malaria report. This monitoring is a key task at the global level, but for national control programme managers, information about the relative performance of local delivery systems is more useful. In this case, we used the reported treatment history of a net to identify its probable source. This interpretation will no longer be possible in many countries in the next round of household surveys, partly because insecticide-treatment kits are becoming more widely available (through both commercial and project activities), and because of growing public-health interest in implementing (re)treatment campaigns. Nevertheless, we have shown in recent work in Ghana that it is not difficult to identify the source of a net by, for example, the interviewer matching a net to a series of fabric swatches corresponding to various types of nets available locally (JW and M Kweku [Gates Malaria Programme, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, London, UK, ...
Public and private delivery systems, operating in parallel, also have an important role in the delivery of several other essential interventions. Antimalarial drugs are one important example. The development of methods to identify the delivery systems by which such interventions reach their targets should now be a priority. This is important for resolving international debates about alternative strategies. It is also important for national-level planners, who often have to try to ensure complementarity and coordination between competing alternative delivery systems. Without this kind of information it is difficult to make the best use of limited public sector resources. For example, our analysis suggests that national (re)treatment campaigns may be an appropriate next step for quickly scaling-up the equitable coverage of ITNs in several countries of west, central, and Sahelian countries of Africa, as well as in Madagascar. Recent small-scale experience in Cameroon suggests that such campaigns provide a strong incentive for net purchase, and can produce a substantial and very rapid increase in net coverage.21

The public-health importance of the UTNs currently delivered through commercial channels depends upon the degree to which they protect against malaria. The data on this question are less extensive than those on ITNs, but are nevertheless remarkably consistent,22–29 and suggest that use of a UTN gives about half as much protection against malaria morbidity and mortality as use of an ITN. There is evidence that UTNs might divert mosquitoes to nearby people without nets,30 which could be a problem if, within net-owning households, priority for net use were given to adults (especially adult men) rather than to children. However, in practice it seems that this is not a problem. Surveys conducted by the NetMark project, for example, have shown that in net-owning households in Nigeria,31 Senegal,32 Mali,33 Zambia,34 Uganda,35 and Mozambique,36 children under the age of 5 years were more likely than any other age group to be sleeping under a net, while the lowest net-usage levels were seen in adult men and older children (5–14 years), suggesting that children under the age of 5 years are more likely to benefit than to suffer from any diversion effect. Further, there is evidence from The Gambia and Papua New Guinea that a high level of community coverage with good quality UTNs can be positively beneficial to children without nets (or using a net with many holes) in the same community.37,38,39 Assuming that UTNs are indeed approximately half as protective as ITNs, these figures imply that untreated (mainly commercial) nets are currently preventing a much larger number of child malaria deaths in Africa than are the relatively small number of ITNs delivered by projects. Moreover, this is the case not only in the general population, but also and especially in the most vulnerable target groups—children under the age of 5 years in the poorest households. We conclude that the public-health importance of unsubsidised commercial markets in UTNs has been underestimated. The observation that most nets used by children under the age of 5 years are untreated is consistent with previous reports on overall national coverage,6,36 but the implications of this finding for the evaluation of different net delivery systems has not so far been recognised. Our analysis is based on the assumption that observed patterns of ever-treated net coverage broadly reflect the direct and indirect results of the activities of public-health projects and programmes, while observed patterns of never-treated net coverage broadly reflect the activities of unsubsidised commercial markets. If correct, our data represent a major challenge to the supposition that most nets owned by poor people in Africa come from public-health programmes and projects. In fact they suggest that commercial supplies and delivery systems are a more important source, having achieved far greater overall coverage than ITN projects (including social marketing projects), and having been far better at reaching the poor. Policymakers at the national and international levels should consider these findings as they decide how best to design systems for delivering this critical public-health intervention in an equitable and efficient manner.
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